
Spaceborne data set: Global Precipitation Mission (GPM)
Overview
• Ka-band rain radar (February 2014-present), nadir to �9�at 5 km resolution, estimates σ0 with 

atmospheric corrections.
• Primarily a rain instrument, but σ0 data shows good agreement with models and other data sources.
• Global coverage and range of incidence angles are a good match for SWOT.

Ocean debris in GPM
Approach is a brute-force search:
• Raw GPM L2A data is cropped to ocean regions of interest identified in existing literature. Rain and data 

quality flags are used to filter out erroneous backscatter.
• Model of backscatter vs. incidence angle and wind speed [1] is fitted to the cross-track data to remove 

the angle dependency and increase the contrast of small variations in σ0

[1] D. Vandemark et al. "Ocean wave slope observations using radar backscatter and laser altimeters." Journal of Physical Oceanography 34.12 (2004): 2825-2842.
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Background & Motivation
• Marine Debris Research, Prevention, and Reduction Act was signed into law in 2006, requiring NOAA 

to “identify, determine sources of, assess, prevent, reduce, and remove marine debris and address 
the adverse impacts of marine debris on the economy of the United States, marine environment, and 
navigation safety.”

• So far, no identification or long-term observation of the dynamic and seasonally changing debris 
accumulation zones has been achieved. A direct measurement of the accumulation zones and a 
detection of marine debris is sorely needed to enable timely marine debris removal before the debris 
is ground down into smaller, less detectable particles that can enter the food chain.

Objective
• Investigate if radar can be used to identify and assess marine debris by utilizing existing air- and 

spaceborne radar data at various spatial/temporal resolutions and frequencies to search for marine 
debris signatures.

• We argue that only remote sensing can provide a global and uniform observing system to deal with 
the problem. Most of the necessary remote sensing technologies already exist or are currently being 
developed and tested as airborne systems but their parameters and output formats need to be 
adjusted to provide useful data on marine debris.

• Important questions to answer:
• What is the range of commonly found debris sizes in gyres and other accumulation points?
• Is the debris floatable or suspended in water?
• Is radar sensitive to such debris?
• Do we have enough spatial and temporal resolution to observe the debris?

The opportunity
Leverage high-resolution radar (HH, VV, HV) data:

+   Higher resolution
+/– Radar data sensitive to surface roughness and geometry

– Complex forward models

Challenges:
• Needle in a haystack
• Lack of ground truth to validate our algorithms

What we need to learn:
• What are the most commonly found size and 

suspension type of marine debris?
• Is the debris floatable or suspended in water?
• Are there confirmed sightings of large debris 

accumulation zones (to validate our algorithms)?

Next steps:
• Build a simulation framework for radar remote 

sensing of ocean debris to better understand 
sensitivities to the presence of ocean debris

• Conduct airborne campaign over an accessible 
location with confirmed debris to evaluate sensitivity

Airborne data sets

Candidate data sets:
• UAVSAR: P-band, L-band, Ka-band
• GeoSAR: P-band, X-band
• AirSAR: P-band, L-band, C-band
• AirSWOT: Ka-Band

Ø Sensitivity to marine debris is 
frequency and polarization dependent

Small bright return: 
noise or target?

Residual storm 
impact on 

backscatter?

Spaceborne data set: RapidScat

Overview
• Ku-band dual-swath scatterometer on International Space Station (October 2014-August 2016) with 

7x25 km resolution

Ocean debris in GPM
Approach is a brute-force search:
• Retrieved L2B wind speed based on σ0 data is cropped to ocean regions of interest identified in 

existing literature. Rain and data quality flags are used to filter out erroneous wind speed.
Ø Need to look at L1 backscatter product.

L-band UAVSAR images of the Van Norman Lakes 
reservoir for 2 dates before and after the reservoir was 
covered with shade balls in 2013. The double bounce 
signature of the shade ball debris is prominent.  

L-band UAVSAR image of 
oil spill in the North Sea. 
The oil and ship 
signatures are clearly 
visible as they modulate 
the ocean surface 
roughness.

RapidScat retrieved wind speed for 18 
March 2016. Maximum retrieved wind 
speed of 38 m/s. Pixels are masked for 
rain and erroneous retrievals.

GPM L2A data detailExample GPM L2A data


